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UNIFIX panel mounting brackets

A MOUNTING BRACKET FOR EVERY USE

ADAPTED TO CAMPERVANS ADAPTED TO LEISURE
Basic range

UNIFIX 1C is the innovative mounting bracket for fixing your 

panels on a flat surface. It sticks to the roof of your vehicle. 

To place it, UNIFIX 1C only requires 2 steps (clean and 

stick) instead of the usual 3 (clean, prepare and stick). Its 

compact design enables you to mount several panels, even 

on a surface filled with other components.

With its Easy Change system, you can easily replace or 

remove your panel for maintenance or cleaning.

UNIFIX 1C

Included: 4 panel mounting brackets for 35 mm frame  

+ sika degreaser + sika glue

Ref 0255  

The panel mounting bracket which simplifies moun-
ting and maintenance

25 mm

80 mm

  UNITECK

 Easy Change system for maintenance  

or cleaning

UV and corrosion resistant PA66  

plastic+ fiberglass  

+ stainless steel screws

Compact  Easy to install

  UNITECK

Corrosion resistant  

galvanised steel  

+ stainless steel screws
 Easy to install

 Reclinable from 0 to 90° 

(except 250B: 30 to 60°)  Wall mounting

 Floor mounting

Designed made  

in France

UNIFIX 100B

560 mm panels max  

for Unisun 20.12M(x2)/ 

20.24M(x2)/30.12M/50.12M/ 

55.12BC/80.12M/100.12M/ 

100.24M/110.12BC

Ref 0644

UNIFIX 150B

700 mm panels max  

for Unisun 150.12M/BC

Ref 0545

UNIFIX 250B

1 100 mm panels max 

(=250 W) 

can be weighted to the 

ground  

for Unisun 100.12M(x2)/ 

100.24M(x2)/110.12BC(x2)/ 

150.12M/150.12BC/200.24M

Ref 1092

Robust and simple to install, the basic UNIFIX is the economic 

mounting bracket, ideal to fix your panels on all flat surfaces (wall, 

concrete floor, timber frame.) Its tilting system allows for an optimized 

angle to have the best electrical performances. The 250B model can 

also be weighted to the ground, on a lawn or on sand.

 

can be  

weighted down
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ADAPTED TO LEISURE
Universal range

  UNITECK

 Corrosion resistant  

galvanised steel frame  

and screws
 Fixation on round masts 

Ø 40 to 60 mm  

(flanges included)

 Reclinable  

from 0 to 90°  Wall mounting

 Easy to install  Floor mounting

UNIFIX 20

for Unisun 10.12M/10.24M/ 

20.12M/20.24M

Ref 0262

UNIFIX 200

for Unisun 80.12M(x2)/100

.12M(x2)/100.24M(x2)/110.

12BC(x2)/150.12M(x1)/150.

12BC(x1)

Ref 0361

UNIFIX 300

for Unisun 80.12M(x3)/ 

100.12M(x3)/110.12BC(x3)/ 

100.24M(x3)/150.12M(x2)/ 

150.12BC(x2) 

1 x 1200 mm  

panel max (= 300W)

Ref 0378

UNIFIX 50

for Unisun 30.12M/ 

50.12M/55.12BC

Ref 0279

Robust and easy to install, the universal UNIFIX is  

the ideal mounting bracket to fix your panels on all  

flat surfaces (wall, concrete floor, timber frame) or  

on round masts (diam. 40 to 60 mm). 

 

Its tilting system enables an optimized angle for the best 

electrical production.  

 

Universal, with its innovative design, the UNIFIX can be 

used on certain panels from other brands with di�erent 

dimensions

Tilting system enables 
an optimized angle 
for the best electrical 
production.

Robust and strong 
fixation on round 
masts by means of  
flanges (included)

Attaches to all 
signage supports 
(flanges to be bought 
separately)

1 panel or 2 panels
1 panel or 2 panels or 3 panels

UNIFIX 100

for Unisun 80.12M/ 

100.12M/110.12BC/100.24M

Ref 0316
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Thanks to their universal fastening system,  
UNIFIX supports adapt to all signal masts.  
Simply slide your flanges with the M8 or M10  
screws onto the rear rail and then tighten.

The SF range has a fixed 35° panel inclination, 
optimum for an all year round use. As for the S 
standard range, it o�ers the possibility to choose 
the inclination. The tilting system enables you  
to optimize the electrical production according to 
the area and the period of use.

With their Easy Install system (S range only)  
and their light aluminium structure, their mounting 
can easily be done alone, without extra assistance.

ADAPTED TO SIGNAGE
Fixed range

UNIFIX 20SF

for Unisun 10.12M/10.24M/20.12M/20.24M  

Portrait orientation  

Masthead and middle of the mast

Ref 1139

UNIFIX 100SF

for Unisun 30.12M/50.12M/55.12BC/80.12M/ 

100.12M/100.24M/110.12BC  

Portrait orientation  

Masthead

Ref 1146

Can be fixed on any signal 

mast (flanges not included)

Can be fixed on the 

masthead or the middle of 

the mast (except UNIFIX 

100SF, masthead only)

35 °

35 °

  UNITECK

 Adaptable on all signal masts

 Corrosion resistant 

aluminium + A4 stainless 

steel screws

 Easy to install

  Can be fixed on any support

 With flanges or U clamps 

(flanges and M8 or M10 

screws not included)

Designed made  

in France
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UNIFIX 20S

for Unisun 10.12M/10.24M/20.12M/20.24M  

Landscape orientation  

Masthead or middle of the mast

Ref 0286

UNIFIX 50S

for Unisun 30.12M/50.12M/55.12BC  

Landscape orientation  

Masthead or middle of the mast

Ref 0293

UNIFIX 100S

for Unisun 80.12M/100.12M/110.12BC  

Landscape or portrait orientation  

Masthead or middle of the mast

Ref 0323

UNIFIX 150S

for Unisun 150.12M/150.12BC 

Landscape or portrait orientation  

Masthead or middle of the mast

Ref 0866

ADAPTED TO SIGNAGE
Reclinable range

Easy installation system

Its upper cap relieves the weight 

of the installation so that their 

mounting can easily be done 

alone, without extra assistance. 

This cap can be removed 

afterwards for a fixation on the 

middle of the mast (S versions 

only).

Titling multi-position 

system to optimize  

your electrical  

performances

Light, innovative

Reclinable  

from 30 to 60°

Reclinable  

from 30 to 60°

Reclinable  

from 30 to 60°

Reclinable  

from 30 to 60°
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ADAPTED TO BOATING

Pushpit mounting

The UNIFIX WB mounting brackets 
range is ideal to fix your rigid solar 
panels on your pushpit. Made of 316L 
polished stainless steel, they are robust 
and entirely protected against corrosion.

Thanks to their universal fixation 
system, the UNIFIX WB models can be 
fixed on all pushpits.

With an adjustable tilt for the 20.1WB 
and the 100.1WB, with adjustable tilt  
and steerable for the 50.2WB, the 
UNIFIX WB optimizes your electrical 
performance and thus increases your 
production up to 50% compared to an 
identical fixed installation.

 UNITECK

 Adaptable on all pushpits 

from Ø 22 to 28 mm

 Corrosion resistant marine 

stainless steel

 Easy to install

 Reclinable from 0 to 90°

 Steerable at 180°

Designed made  

in France

Reclinable  

from 0 to 90°

Reclinable  

from 0 to 90°

Steerable at 180°

Reclinable  

from 0 to 90°
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ADAPTED TO BOATING

arch mounting

The UNIFIX WP mounting brackets are ideal to fix  
your rigid solar panels on your arch. Made of SAE 316L  
polished stainless steel, they are robust and entirely 
protected against corrosion

UNIFIX 20.1 WB

for Unisun 

10.12M/10.24M/20.12M/20.24M

Ref 1009

UNIFIX 100 WP

for Unisun 50.12M/55.12BC/80.12M/100.12M/100.24M/110.12BC

Ref 0859

UNIFIX 150 WP

for Unisun 150.12M/150.12BC

Ref 0514

UNIFIX 200 WP

for Unisun 200.24M

Ref 1450

UNIFIX 100.1 WB

for Unisun 80.12M/100.12M/ 

100.24M/110.12BC

Ref 1153

UNIFIX 50.2 WB

for Unisun 30.12M/50.12M/55.12BC

Ref 1016

from 150 to 450 mm

 UNITECK

 Adaptable on all arches Ø 20 to 40 mm

 Corrosion resistant marine stainless steel

 Easy to install

Designed made  

in France
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